Custom solutions

Applied customisation:
- Tensioned
- Elpro Concept

Shorten or reduce the width of the projection screen surface.

Extension of the projection screen surface.
If required and technically feasible, Projecta installs a longer projection surface in the case.

Shorten the case and shorten or reduce the width of the projection screen surface.

Projection screen without black borders.

Paint the case, slat bar and plastic components in a different RAL colour.
When the screen needs to match a specific colour scheme, Projecta can paint the case in any colour specified.

Reverse installation of the surface so that the projection side is located to the rear.
Specify this method when the projection screen surface needs to exit the case reversely because the normal screen path is obstructed by an obstacle or because the case is to be mounted to a beam.
Extension of the projection screen surface with additional black drop.
When the projection screen surface needs to be extended and a larger black border is required at the top or bottom, we adapt the surface to your specifications.

Motor positioned on the right rather than on the left.
When the motor and connection box need to be positioned on the right to make connection easier, we adapt the screen to suit.

Shortened frame and projection screen fabric for fixed frame screens.
We can also modify the frame and projection screen surface of our fixed frame range to suit the installation needs.

Paint the frame of a fixed frame screen in a different RAL colour.
We can also paint the frame of a fixed frame screen in a different colour.

Silent motor
Specify the Silent Motor option when an extra silent operation of the electric projection screen is required. Available for: Tensioned Descender Electrol, Descender Electrol, Tensioned Elpro Concept, Elpro Concept.